MSEM - Master of Sci & Engineer Mngmt

**MSEM 501. Leading Human & Fin Ent. 9 Credits.** (9 Lec) F
PREREQUISITE: Undergraduate Degree. Course will develop and enhance your business management skills as they relate to the technical, scientific, or professional enterprise. The course topics will be delivered in an integrated fashion using multiple instructors with expertise in several areas. The course will focus on the following three areas: leading people, leading the financial enterprise, and leading new product development.

**MSEM 502. Leading the Tech Enterprise. 6 Credits.** (6 Rct) S
PREREQUISITE: Undergraduate Degree, and admission to PMSEM program. The course will cover the technical enterprise from the strategic level to the tactical implementation of engineering management fundamentals. Students will investigate ways to increase efficiencies of a technical enterprise through project, process, and people management.
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